Economic Insights: Amid the wave of worry, a price war

Update for the week of March 9 to March 13, 2020
Commentary by Skyler Schneekloth, economic analyst

Saudi Arabia opened the floodgates on oil, causing a massive market sell-off last Monday. United States equities took a plunge alongside oil futures. Meanwhile, the 10-year Treasury collapsed to 54 basis points (bps), its lowest to date. As volatility was reaching its highest level since the Great Recession, President Donald Trump banned travel from Europe for 30 days and declared a state of emergency amid COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic concerns. Today’s focus is oil as we assess the economic ramifications of an enduring price war.

What is a price war?

In this case, it’s American, Russian, and Saudi Arabian oil producers undercutting each other to gain a competitive edge. But no one wins. In a price war, suppliers are forced to accept lower prices for a scarce commodity, hurting bottom lines.

Advantages

Lower oil prices give U.S. consumers a break at the pump. With no inflation pressure to offset, oversupply could realistically send retail gas below $2 per gallon. Another consideration is your energy bill, which fluctuates with the market for crude. A 10% decrease in the price of energy should lift consumer confidence by five index points. So households may continue pushing the expansion forward.

Disadvantages

But consumer advantages come at the expense of domestic oil companies, which have become far more important for growth over the past decade.

According to the American Petroleum Institute, America’s oil and natural gas industry now supports 6% of domestic jobs, accounts for 16% capital expenditures, and contributes 8% to gross domestic product. Oil production has become a significant component of the U.S. economy.

Week in review


Ahead of the budget, the cut is the first part of a coordinated effort to combat coronavirus in the United Kingdom. Support is mainly targeted at small businesses, those most vulnerable to economic risks posed by the virus.

Europe: The euro may strengthen as a result of the European Central Bank holding rates unchanged. Chair Christine Lagarde’s press conference inspired an immediate 0.5% rise in Italian bond yields and stocks became volatile, and she came under fire for not responding more aggressively to coronavirus. Meanwhile, Germany and Switzerland pledge billions in fiscal stimulus to protect the private sector. Any bit helps.

Investment implications

Needless to say, oil prices and credit spreads are on our radar. We’re also watching weekly retail gas prices and initial jobless claims.

A bear market has surfaced. Yet investor fear may push equities down even further in the coming weeks. As investors move to risk-off, focusing on technicals may be appropriate.

Watch out for credit spreads. Corporate spreads would have to widen merely 20bps to begin signaling recession on our proprietary dashboard for the U.S. And energy is a big chunk of high yield.

Collaborative monetary and fiscal stimulus may calm the market. Over the weekend, the Federal Reserve cut a full percentage point and committed $700 billion to its asset purchase program, but partisanship may get in the way of meaningful fiscal action.
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Now a major oil producer, the U.S. stands exposed. People could lose jobs; private investment could suffocate.

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Collaborative monetary and fiscal stimulus may calm the market. Over the weekend, the Federal Reserve cut a full percentage point and committed $700 billion to its asset purchase program, but partisanship may get in the way of meaningful fiscal action.
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